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INTRODUCTION 
A Federal/State cooperative statistical program covering private employers 
was instituted in Maine in 1971 in response to the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970. The Act created an extensive and detailed set of regula-
tions applying to all private employers in the United States who were not 
covered by previous safety legislation. Under these laws, employers, with some 
exceptions, are required to keep records of all work-related deaths, all occu-
pational illnesses, and work-related injuries involving restriction of work, 
loss of consciousness, transfer to another job, termination of work or medical 
treatment beyond first aid. By keeping these records, it is hoped that a 
greater awareness of the seriousness and the nature of unsafe and unhealthful 
working conditions by employers and workers has been created. 
The United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics is 
the federal agency authorized to develop and maintain the ongoing survey 
program. The Maine Department of Manpower Affairs, Bureau of Labor, Research 
and Statistics Division is the state agency designated to collect, compile and 
analyze the injury and illness data for the State of Maine. It is the results 
of this cooperative program that are presented in this report. 
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1979 SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS 
In 1979, occupational injuries and illnesses in the private sector 
occurred at a rate of 12.1 per 100 full-time workers in Maine compared 
with a rate of 11.7 in 1978, an increase of 3.4 percent. During this 
same period, Maine continued to experience steady employment gains as 
approximately 11,000 new jobs were created. Further economic expansion, 
although slower than last year, accompanied by a somewhat lessened growth 
in the number of new jobs, may have resulted in a higher incidence of 
work-related injury because new, less experienced workers entering the 
labor market tend to be more susceptible to on-the-job accidents. This 
year it should be noted that virtually parallel increases took place 
in Maine in the rate of occupational injuries and illnesses and the total 
number of workers employed between 1978 and 1979. Rates increased by 
3.4 percent while emploY.ment increased by 3.3 percent. 
Other highlights include: 
On the average, about one in every eight workers 
in the private sector experienced a job-related 
injury or illness during 1979. 
Occupational injury and illness rates increased 
for three Industry Divisions and decreased for 
three Industry Divisions from 1978 to 1979, as 
the total private sector rate rose gradually. 
The private sector rate for lost workday cases 
rose from 5.5 in 1978 to 6.2 in 1979, an increase 
of nearly 13 percent. 
Cases involving no loss of work time, but requir-
ing medical treatment beyond first aid, decreased 
from a rate of 6.1 in 1978 to 5.9 in 1979. 
97 percent of all job-related injuries and ill-
nesses in Maine's private sector, totaling about 
32,000, were injuries; only about 3 percent were 
illnesses. 
Lost workdays resulting from occupational injury 
and illness occurred at a rate of 104.2 per 100 
full-time workers in 1979, up 8~ percent from 
the 1978 rate of 96.0. 
The average of 17 lost workdays per lost workday 
case recorded in 1978 remained the same for 1979. 
Occupational illnesses for the private sector 
occurred at a rate of 0.4 for the third con-
secutive year. 
The 1979 incidence rate of 12.1 for all of 
Maine's private sector recordable injuries 
and illnesses was higher than the U. S. rate 
of 9.5 by 27 percent. 
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OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENCE RATES 
In 1979, recordable occupational injuries and illnesses - the sum 
of fatalities, lost workday cases, and cases without lost workdays -
occurred at a rate of 12.1 for every 100 full-time employees in Maine. 
This all-industry injury and illness rate represents the experience of 
approximately 344,000 workers in Maine's private sector. 
Lost workday cases - those involving either actual days away from 
work or days of restricted work activity - occurred at a rate of 6.2. 
The incidence rate for injuries and illnesses resulting in no lost work 
time was 5.9, slightly less than half of the total occupational injuries 
and illnesses recorded in 1979. 
The 1979 private sector all-industry rate for total c~ses rose by 
only 3.4 percent from 1978. This was the second consecutive notable 
increase in the incidence rate for total cases in 6 years, although 
much smaller than last year's 12 percent increase (see Chart 2). 
Increases from 1978 to 1979 resulted from a significant rate gain in 
lost workday cases (+12.7%), but were offset by a slight increase in 
cases without lost workdays (-3.3%). See Table A which compares the 
1978 and 1979 incidence rates by Industry Division. 
Maine's Construction Division's total case rate rose by 14.4 per-
cent over last year, giving it for the second straight year, the highest 
incidence rate of injury and illness at 19.9. Manufacturing rose only 
5.4 percent, giving it the second highest rate again at 17.7. As has 
historically been the case, the Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
Division maintained the lowest rate, and even declined slightly from 
the 1978 rate of 1.6 to 1.2. After large rate increases last year, 
both the Services, and the Transportation and Public Utilities Divisions 
experienced rate decreases this year. 
TABLE A. Occupational Injuries and Illnesses per 100 Full-Time Workers, 
by Industry Division, Maine, 1978 and 1979 
Incidence Rates 
Total Cases Lost Workday Cases Cases wlo Lost Workda~s 
Percent Percent Percent 
INDUSTRY DIVISION 1978 1979 Change 1978 1979 Change 1978 1979 Change 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 11. 7 12.1 + 3.t.% 5.5 6.2 +12.7% 6.1 5.9 - 3.3% 
Construction 17.4 19.9 +14.4% 8.5 8.9 + 4.7% a.a 11. 0 +25.0% 
Manufacturing 15.8 17.7 + 5.4% 8.1 9.4 +15.0% B. 7 8.3 - 4.6% 
Transportation & Public Util. 10.2 10.1 - 1.0% 5.9 6.0 + 1.7% 4.3 4.1 - 4. 7% 
~holesale & Retail Trade 8.5 8.7 + 2.4% 3.5 3.8 + 5. 6% 4.9 4.8 - 2.0% 
Wholesale Trade 9.4 9.4 0.0% 1,.. 2 4. 7 +11. 9% 5.2 4.7 - g. 6% 
Retail Trade B.2 8.4 + 2.4% 3.4 3.5 + 2.9% 4.8 4.9 + 2 .1% 
Fin., Ins., Real Estate 1.6 1. 2 -25.0% 0.8 0.6 -25.0% 0.8 0.6 -25.0% 
Services 6.6 6.2 - 6 .1% 3.0 3.3 +J0.0% 3.6 2.9 -19.4% 
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Between 1978 and 1979, the State's total private sector employment. 
increased as di'd the employment in most Industry Divisions (see Table 
B). For the second consecutive year, however, employment in Construction 
fell off. It is generally assumed that incidence rates rise during periods 
when employment increases, due primarily to the influx of inexperienced 
employees. Therefore, the percentage change in the incidence rates is 
generally several times the percentage change in employment. This year 
the percent gain in private sector employment was not large (+3.3%), 
and the total case incidence rate percent change was only slightly larger 
(+3.4%). Interestingly, rates for non-fatal cases without lost workdays, 
those injuries of a less serious nature, declined in most Industry Divisions, 
while it appears that rates for more serious injuries that involved days 
away from work increased; i.e., the number of cases increased at a faster 
rate than employment. As an illustration that an increase in employment 
may not be the only contributing factor, employment declined one percent 
in Construction, yet the total case incidence rate still increased by 
14.4 percent. 
TABLE 8. Published Employment, by Selected Industry Division, Maine, 1978 and 1979 
1978 1979 % 
INDUSTRY DIVISION (thousands) (thousands) Change 
Total, Private Sector 333.2 JI.I+. 3 +3.3% 
Construction 19.l 18.9 
-1.0% 
Manufacturing 110. 7 111+. D +3.0% 
Transportation & Public Utilities 18. l 18.8 +3.9% 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 89.3 90.5 +1.3% 
Wholesale Trade 19.2 19.5 +2.1% 
Retail Trade 70.l 70.9 +1.1% 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 15.8 16.3 +3.2% 
Services 59.1+ 71+.5 +7.3% 
SOURCE; MAINE DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AFFAIRS, EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION, MANPOWER 
RESEARCH DIVISION 
Construction was the only Division in which all incidence rates 
increased over last year, while the only Division in which all inci-
dence rates decreased was Finance, Insurance and Real Estate-Tsee Table 
C). 
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TABLE C. SAFETY SCOREBOARD 
1979 RESULTS 
A brief summary of relationships and changes over the past year 
" or + 
represents an increase over 1978 
~ or represents a decrease from 1978 
Total Lost Workday Cases w/o Total Lost Days Away 
Cases Cases Lost Workdays Workdays From Work 
TOTAL PRIVATE SECTOR _L 1 ~ _L JI 
Construction ~ / ~ / / 
Manufacturing 
"' 
~ 
" 
~ ; 
Trans. & Pub. Util. ~ / ~ ;t JI 
Wholesale & Ret. Tr. , / ~ ~ 
" Fin., Ins. & Real Est. 
" "' 
x 
" 
~
Services ~ / x 
" 
~ 
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Days of Employ-
Res. Work ment 
_L 
_±__ 
;" 
;' + 
;' + 
; ..... 
~ + 
~ + 
LOST WORKDAY INCIDENCE RATES AND AVERAGE LOST WORKDAYS 
While incidence rates for the different case types measure the 
frequency of occupational injuries and illnesses, incidence rates for 
lost workdays measure the severity. Total lost workdays include both 
the days when an employee was absent from work due to a work-related 
injury or illness and the days an employee's work was restricted in 
scope because of injury or illness. 
The private sector incidence rate for lost workdays continued to 
rise in 1979 for the fifth consecutive year (see Table D). The 1979 
rate of 104.2 was 8~ percent higher than the 1978 rate of 96.0. All 
Industry Divisions, except Services, and Finance, Insurance and Real 
Estate, recorded higher total lost workday rates in 1979 than the 
previous year. There was a significant decline in the rate for Services 
to 44.5 in 1979 from 63.1 in 1978, while ~holesale Trade and Retail Trade 
both registered higher rates this year (56.0 and 54.5 respectively): 
The Construction Division still recorded the highest rate of 179.9, 
increasing 11.3 percent f~om the 1978 rate of 161.3. 
TABLE D. Lost Workdays per 100 Full-Time Workers and Average Lost Workdays per Lost Workday Case, 
by Industry Division, Maine, 1978 and 1979 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 
Construction 
,llanufacturing 
Transportation & Public 
Utilities 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 
Services 
Total 
Lost Workdays 
1978 1979 
96.0 104.2 
161. 3 179.9 
144.3 165.4 
99.9 109.2 
46.5 54.8 
54.. 5 56.0 
43.6 54.5 
8.2 4.4 
63.l 44.5 
Days Away 
From Work 
1978 1979 
91. 7 97.8 
159.l 175.l 
135.6 153.3 
97.8 102.9 
45.0 51. 7 
54..0 54-.Q 
4-l.8 50.9 
7.1 4.1 
60.9 43.3 
Incidence Rates 
Days of 
Restricted 
+ Work Activity 
1978 1979 
4.3 6.4 
2.2 4.8 
8.7 12.l 
2.1 6.3 
1. 5 3.2 
.5 2.0 
1.8 3.6 
1.1 .3 
2.2 l.2 
Average 
Workdays per 
Lost Workday Cases 
1978 1979 
17 17 
19 20 
18 17 
17 18 
13 14 
13 12 
13 15 
10 8 
2! 13 
In addition to incidence rates for lost workdays, another measure 
of severity provided by the OSHA survey is the average number of lost 
workdays per lost workday case. The overall average for 1979 was the 
same as in 1978, 17 lost workdays per case. Construction had the highest 
average this year of 20 lost workdays per case, followed by Transportation 
and Public Utilities with 18 lost workdays per case. Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate had the lowest average of 8 days. 
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INDUSTRY DIVISION ANALYSIS 
Construction 
* 
In the Construction Division, occupational injury and 
illness rates for lost workday cases rose from 8.5 in 
1978 to 8.9 in 1979. Construction remained one of 
Maine's two most hazardous Industry Divisions, based 
on the lost workday case rate; only Manufacturing 
eclipsed Construction as being more hazardous. 
A 25 percent increase in the rates for Cases Without 
Lost Workdays also contributed to an overall climb in 
the total case rate from 17.4 to 19.9, an increase of 
14.4 percent, the greatest increase for any Industry 
Division. 
While employment in Construction decreased, as did 
its share of the total private sector, to only 5.5 
percent in 1979, it did account for 9.5 percent of 
the total recorded cases and 10 percent of the lost 
workdays in the State (see Chart 1). 
As last year, only about one percent of total cases 
were occupational illnesses. 
Manufacturing 
Approximately one in every three workers was employed 
in Manufacturing during 1979. 
The Manufacturing Division's incidence rates for lost 
workday cases increased by 16 percent to 9.4, the 
greatest of any 1979 Division increase, and moved 
this Division into the "most hazardous" spot past 
Construction, based on the lost workday case rate 
(see Chart 3). 
Workers in this Division sustained a disproportionate 
56.1 percent of the total cases and almost 61 percent 
of the lost workday cases, both numbers up from last 
year. 
Total lost workday cases accounted for slightly more 
than half of the total recorded cases; cases without 
lost workdays resulted in 46.7 percent of the total 
cases. 
Approximately 96 percent of all cases were injuries, 
and only 4 percent were occupational illnesses in this 
Division, no change from last year. 
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Transportation and Public Utilities 
* The Transportation and Public Utilities Division again 
exhibited a situation where the percentage of the total 
lost workdays (6.5%) exceeded the percentage of total 
employment (5.6%). 
* While incidence rates for lost workday cases increased 
slightly, rates for cases without lost workdays reversed 
last year's gain of some 30 percent to a nearly 5 per-
cent decrease in 1979. 
*. And each lost workday case in this industry resulted in 
an average of 18 lost workdays in 1979, up from 1978, 
and was exceeded only by Construction's 20 lost workday 
average. 
Wholesale & Retail Trade (combines Wholesale Trade Division with 
Retail Trade ·Division) 
* 
* 
While employing about one-quarter of all Maine workers, 
Wholesale and Retail Trade contributed to slightly less 
than one out of five recorded cases and only about one 
out of eight lost workdays. 
This Industry category also had the smallest percentage 
employment gain in 1979 (+1.3%). 
The injury and illness rate for total cases rose only 
2.4 percent in 1979 to 8.7, nearly matching the private 
sector all industry rate increase of 3.4 percent (see 
Chart 2). 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
* Finance, Insurance and Real Estate is Maine's least 
hazardous industry, and in 1979 recorded the lowest 
injury and illness incidence rates for total cases 
(1.2), lost workday cases (0.6) and cases without 
lost workdays (0.6). 
* All incidence rates in this division declined in 
1979 by at least 25 percent. 
Services 
* 
* 
The Services Division remains Maine's third largest 
employer in 1979 behind Manufacturing and Wholesale 
and Retail Trade. 
As a percentage of total employment, Services made 
the greatest gain last year and now amounts to more 
than one of every five workers in the private sector. 
In 1979, the Services Industry accounted for slightly 
less than 10 percent of all recorded cases and lost 
workdays. 
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* It also retained the second lowest total case inci-
denc..e rate of· 6.2 
Clllf't 1-P~ Diltrllllrtiaa of U.,lo,_at, Total Recordli C- Md Lost Wonaays, Private Sec:tor 
By lllutry DMsian. Mlinl, 1979 
Total Recordlit Cna = 34,51Z 
Otb. 
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KEY 
Mfg. = Mlllufacturing 
T rd. : ii11olesal1 and Retail T radii 
Svc ... Services 
Cons. = Contract Construction 
Mfg. 
60.7% 
Tran, a Transportation & Public Utilities 
rue = finaace, Insur111ce, Real Estate 
Otl!. =Agriculture, forestry, ru~ing & Mining 
INDUSTRY DIVISION TRENDS, 1974-1979 
The OSHA survey has been conducted in Maine on an annual basis since 
1972. Over the last six years, notable changes have occurred in the 
Major Industry Divisions as shown in Charts 2 and 3, which trace survey 
trends from 1974 to 1979 for the private sector. Incidence rates for 
total recordable cases (the sum of deaths, lost workday cases, and cases 
without lost workdays) have increased from 1974 to 1979 in all Maine 
industries except Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (see Chart 2). Man-
ufacturing and Construction gained most dramatically in the last two years, 
increasing by 16 and 33 percent respectively. These increases were mostly 
responsible for the gradual climb of the all-industry private sector rate 
from 10.4 to 12.1 in the same period. Over the six-year period, 1979 rates 
exceeded their 1974 levels in all industries except Finance, Insurance and Real 
Estate, which dropped from 1.7 in 1974 to 1.2 in 1979. From 1974 to 1979, 
rates for the private sector increased from 10.9 to 12.1, a gain of 11 percent, 
an average of T2.2% per year. 
Chart Z• Total CiiSIS !II jury & Illness !llcidence htt!, Private Sector 
Maine 19'1~ - 1'179 
!lltlDElltE ilAI ES 
Z7 
Constr•ction 
I 
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Chart 3 shows the six-year trend of rates for lost workday cases. 
Sharp increases occurred in most industry divisions the past two years; 
only Finance, Insurance and Real Estate decreased. Manufacturing has 
shown a steady six-year increase from 5.9 in 1974 to 9.4 in 1979, a 
59 percent increase; Construction from 1974 to 1979 showed a 39 percent 
increase. Other industry divisions have shown a gradual long-term upward 
trend as well. Rates for cases without lost workdays fell by 13 percent 
over this six-year period. 
INCIDENCE 
RATES 
8 
7 
Chart 3· lost Workday Cases Injury I!. Illness Incidence Rates, Private Sector 
Maine 1974 - 19?9 
Construction 
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MAJOR INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 
Three Divisions accounted for 14 of 18 major industries where total 
case incident rates were greater than the 1979 private sector average 
of 12.1. The three Divisions were Construction, Manufacturing, and 
Transportation and Public Utilities. 
All three of the Construction Industries were above the private 
sector average. Special Trades Contractors increased the most by 29 
percent to a rate of 16.9, pushed up by an increase in lost workday 
cases. General Building Contractors increased by 22 percent to a rate 
of. 22.4, due to a strong increase in cases without lost workdays. While 
retaining a high total case incidence rate of 22.8. Heavy Construction 
Contractors actually lost ground somewhat since 1978 as a result of a 
significant decline in lost workday cases. None-the-less, these high 
rates kept this Division as one of Maine's two most hazardous, based 
on the lost workday case rate. 
TABLE E. Occupational Injuries and Illnesses per 100 Full-Time Workers, Major Industries Ranked 
by Total Case Incidence Rates, Maine, 1978 and 1979 
Lost Workday Cases Without 
INDUSTRY (SIC) Total Cases Cases Lost Workda~s 1978 1979 1978 1979 1978 1979 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 11. 7 12.1 5.5 6.2 6.1 5.9 
Lumber and Wood Products (24) 31. 7 29.7 16.6 16.5 15.0 13.2 
Food and Kindred Products (20) 23.0 29.4 11.0 14.3 12.0 15.1 
Heavy Construction Contractors (16) 25.0 22.8 12.7 8.7 12.3 14.1 
General Building Contractors (15) 18.3 22.4 8.9 9 .1 9.3 13.2 
Fabricated Metal Products (34) 21.6 21. 6 11. 4 10.4 10 .1 11. 2 
Transportation Equipment (37) 11.4 19.6 5.9 13. 6 5.5 6.0 
Rubber and Miscellaneous Products (30) 16.5 17.6 7.7 7.1 8.8 10.5 
Machinery, Except Electrical (35) 18.4 17.4 7.6 7.8 10.8 9.6 
Textile Mill Products (22) 18. 1 17.0 9.2 10.7 8.9 6. 3 
Special Trade Contractors (17} 13.1 16.9 6.3 8.9 6.7 8.0 
Railroad Transportation (40) 12.8 15.7 9.3 11.6 3.4 4 .1 
Agricultural Production (01-02) 19.2 15.6 9.6 8.5 9.7 7.1 
Trucking and Warehousing (42) 15. 3 15.5 9.2 9.0 6.1 6.5 
Leather and Leather Products (31) 14.5 14.2 6.1 7.4 8.4 6.8 
Amusement and Recreation Services (79) 11.4 14.2 5.1 4.5 6.4 9. 7 
Building, Hardware and Garden Sups. (52) 11.0 13.3 6.3 5.6 4.7 7.7 
Paper and Allied products (26) 11.1 12.7 6.0 7.4 5.1 5.3 
Automotive Dealers & Service Stas. (55) 13.5 12.5 6.9 6.5 6.6 6.0 
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Manufacturing industries made up half of those with rates above 
the private sector average. Lumber and Wood Products retained the highest 
total case incident rate of any industry at 29.7, ev~n though declining 
slightly from last year. Of the other eight manufacturing industries 
which had rates above the private sector' average, four had rate increases 
and four had decreases. Of the increases, Transportation Equipment showed 
the greatest gain of 72 percent to 19.6, and Food and Kindred Products 
gained 28 percent to 29.4, the second highest industry rate. 
The Transportation and Public Utilities Division had two industries 
of the eighteen listed as did the Retail Trade Division. Of these four 
industries, Railroad Transportation increased the most, 23 percent to 
a total case rate of 15.7; Building, Hardware and Garden Supplies in-
creased 21 percent to 13.3. Little change occurred in the other two 
industries. 
Agricultural Production and Amusement and Recreation Services were 
the two industries representing other Industry Divisions; both of.these 
registered a substantial gain or loss. The Amusement and Recreation 
Services rate was up 25 percent to 14.2, while the Agricultural Production 
rate was down 19 percent to 15.6. 
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OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES 
Incidence rates for occupational illness cases in 1979 were identical 
to those reported for the last two years - 0.4 for total cases, 0.2 for 
lost workday cases, and 0.2 for cases without lost workdays. Work-
related illnesses continued to account for about 3 percent of all injury 
and illness cases. Some change did occur between 1978 and 1979 in lost 
workday rates due to illness. The 1978 rate of 2.8 climbed to 3.0 in 
1979, an increase of about 7 percent (see Table F). 
TABLE F. Occupational Illnesses per 100 Full-Time Workers, 
Maine, 1978 and 1979 
Total Cases 
Illnesses 
INDUSTRY DIVISION 1978 1979 
PRIVATE SECTOR, All INDUSTRIES 0.4 0.4 
Construction 0.2 0.3 
Manufacturing 0.7 0.7 
Transportation & Public Util. 0.3 0.1 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 0.1 0.1 
Wholesale Trade * 0.3 
Retail Trade 0.1 * 
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate * * 
Services 0 .1 0 .1 
* incidence rate less than 0.1 
no cases recorded 
Incidence 
Lost 
Workda~ Cases 
1978 1979 
0.2 0.2 
0 .1 0 .1 
0.3 0.3 
0.2 * 
0.1 0.1 
* 0.2 
0.1 * 
* * 
0.1 0.1 
By Industry Division, 
Rates 
lost Cases Without 
Workdays lost Workdays 
1978 1979 1978 1979 
2.B 3.0 0.2 0.2 
1.2 1. 7 0 .1 0.2 
5.8 6.1 0.4 Q.4 
1.9 0.5 0.1 0.1 
0.7 1.1 * 0.1 
0.5 3.8 * o .1 
0.8 0.2 * * 
0.2 o. 3 . * 
Q.7 1.1 * * 
Occupational skin diseases and disorders, historically the most 
prevalent remained so again in 1979. This category, which includes con-
tact dermatitis, eczema, poison ivy, etc., accounted for about half of 
all illness cases. These diseases are relatively common, but are often 
less serious than other occupational illnesses. Disorders from repeated 
trauma (hearing loss, tenosynovitis, bursitis) have increased the most 
since 1974, from 4.3 to 20.8 in 1979, as a percentage of the total number 
of cases. Four types of illnesses have gradually decreased in frequency 
since 1974: skin diseases, respiratory diseases, disorders due to physical 
agents and poisonings. Table F gives a numerical breakdown of the various 
illnesses by industry division for 1978 and 1979. Illness statistics 
may be understated because of the difficulty of measuring the long-term 
effects of some work-related illnesses. 
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Chart 4 shows a six-year trend from 1974 to 1979 for a breakdown 
of illnesses by category of illness on a semilog graph. This graph is 
used to better portray illnesses with such a wide range of data,and illus-
trates percent changes more clearly. 
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MAINE COMPARED WITH THE UNITED STATES 
The 1979 survey results for Maine and the U. S. are compared in 
Table G. Rates for total cases, lost workday cases, and lost workdays 
are summarized by major industry division. Maine's rates were again 
higher in eve~y instance than their U. s. counterparts, with the exception 
of all three rates in Finance, Insurance and Real Estate and the rate 
for lost workdays in Wholesale Trade. For all three types of cases, 
Construction and Manufacturing again had incidence rates higher 
than the overall private sector averages for both Maine and the U. S. 
Transportation and Public Utilities rates for the U. S. also were higher 
than the private sector average. 
TABLE G. Occupational Injuries and Illnesses per 100 Full-Time Workers, by Industry Division, Maine 
and the United States, 1979 
Incidence Rates 
Total Cases Lgst Workda~ Cases Lost Workda~s 
[NOUSTRY DIVISION Maine U.S. Maine U.S. Maine o.s. 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL 
INDUSTRIES 12. l 9.5 6.2 4.3 104.2 67.7 
Construction 19.9 16.2 8.9 6.8 179.9 120.4 
Manufacturing 17.7 13.3 9.4 5.9 165.4 90.2 
Transportation & Pub. Util. 10.1 10.0 6.0 5.9 109.2 107.0 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 8.7 a.a 3.8 3.4 54.8 49.0 
Wholesale Trade 9.4 a.a 4.7 4.1 56.0 59.1 
Retail Trade 8.4 7.7 3.5 3. l 54.5 44.6 
Finance, Ins., Real Estate 1. 2 2.1 0.6 Q.9 4.4 13.3 
Services 6.2 5.5 3.3 2.5 44.5 3a.1 
Between 1978 and 1979, occupational injury and illness incidence 
rates for total cases in Maine's private sector moved up nearly 4 percent, 
considerably less of a gain than last year, while the U. s. total case 
rate increased only one percent. Rates for Maine lost workday cases 
increased nearly 13 percent while U. S. rates gained only 5 percent. 
Maine lost workday rates increased by 8~ percent while comparable U. 
S. rates gained by 6~ percent. Clearly, it appears Maine's greater 
rate of increase has caused the State's 1979 rate for total cases to 
be 27 percent higher than the equivalent U. S. rate, up 8 percent from 
last year's 25 percent spread. 
Caution is necessary in comparing Maine rates with corresponding 
U. S. rates or with other states because of variations in the industrial 
composition. The proportion of the work force in hazardous industries 
has a direct effect upon the overall rates. In making comparisons of 
aggregated data, these differences must be considered. By eliminating 
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the variations in industry makeup, a direct comparison of incidence rates 
may be made. Table H shows the total case, lost workday case, and lost 
workday incidence rates adjusted using the Standard Industrial Mix (SIM) 
formula. The SIM formula can be found in Appendix A. 
TABLE H. Selected Incidence Rates for the United States, Maine and Maine Adjusted by the Standardized 
Industrial Mix, 1979 
Incidence Rates 
Total Cases lost Workday Cases Lost Workdays )laine Maine (Adj.) U.S. ,~aine Maine (Adj.) U.S. Maine Maine (Adj.) 
PRIVATE SECTOR, 
ALL INDUSTRIES 12.1 11. 5 9.5 6.2 5.8 4.3 104.2 101. l 
Construction .19. 9 19.6 16.2 8.9 8.9 6.8 179.9 180.8 
Manufacturing 17.7 16.5 13.3 9.4 8.3 5.9 165.4 129.5 
Although there are some significant changes in the incidence rates 
that were adjusted, none of the changes bring the Maine rates in range 
of the U. S. figures. This would indicate that while the difference 
in the employment pattern at the State level is a contributing factor 
in the higher rates, it is not the only,nor necessarily the most 
important factor. 
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u. s. 
67.7 
120.4 
90.2 
TABLE 1 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY!/ src'!:..1 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
y Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 12.l 6.2 5.8 97.8 104.2 5.9 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 14.6 7.5 7. 5 142.9 145.9 7.1 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 15.6 8.5 8.5 153.7 154.0 7.1 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 19.9 8.9 8.8 175.1 179.9 11. 0 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 22.4 9.1 9.1 180.2 182.3 13.2 
General Contractors - Res. Bldgs. 152 17.9 8.3 8.3 175.3 178.4 9.6 
General Contractors - Nonres. Bldgs. 154 29.l 10.5 10.4 194.5 195.3 18.5 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 22.8 8.7 8.7 135.4 137. l 14.1 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 16.9 8.9 8.7 188.1 196.2 8.0 
Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 13.6 6.5 6.4 163.5 166.7 7. 1 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 17.9 9.7 9.3 168.8 195.9 8 .1 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 17.7 9.4 8.6 153.3 165.4 8.3 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 29.4 14.3 13.8 212.7 225.2 15. 1 
Meat Products 201 38.8 19.9 18.8 223.7 235.1 18.9 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 24.8 9.7 9.4 147.2 172.6 15. 1 
Misc. Food & Kindred Products 209 28.2 15.2 14.3 201. 5 218.9 12.9 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 17.0 10.7 10.6 214.3 216.3 6.3 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 17.3 10.3 10.3 184.7 185.2 7.0 
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TABLE 1 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATE SY 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY·!/ sicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/ o, 
y Cases From Work Fro11 Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
APPAREL ANO OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 12.0 4.6 3.7 60.6 64.9 7.4 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 29.7 16.5 16.2 292.5 300.0 13.2 
Logging Camps & Logging Contractors 241 33.4 20.8 20.7 473.8 477 .8 12.6 
Sawmills & Planing Mills 242 25.0 12.8 11. 9 186.2 202.1 12.2 
Misc. Wood Products 249 29.6 15.0 14.7 211.0 216.7 14.6 
PAPER ANO ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 12.7 7.4 5.7 174.4 193.6 5.3 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 10.8 7.0 5.0 156.0 179.D 3.8 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING 27 8.0 2.8 2.8 50.9 53.1 5.2 
Newspapers 271 6.4 2.0 2.0 13.9 13. 9 4.4 
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 17.6 7.1 6.9 96.9 104.9 10.5 
Misc. Plastic Products 307 20.8 8.0 7.8 118 .1 125.9 12.8 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 14.2 7.4 7.2 108.4 110.8 6.8 
leather Tanning and Finishing 311 19.1 11.3 10.6 155.6 160.8 7.8 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 13.0 6.6 6.5 96.2 98.5 6.4 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 21. 6 10.4 10.2 147.8 150.9 11. 2 
Fabricated Structural Metal Products 344 23.2 11.1 11.1 163.7 166.6 12.1 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 17.4 7.8 7.7 104.0 112.8 9.6 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 8.7 4.1 4.1 52.8 55.6 4.6 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 4.9 3.2 3.2 32.2 35.0 1. 7 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 19.6 13.6 7. 3 104.1 183.3 6.0 
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TABLE l 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY.!./ SIC'!._/ 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
9 Cases From Work From Work Workdays lost Workdays 
TRANSPORTATION ANO PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 10.1 6.0 5.7 102.9 109.2 4 .1 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTAT~ON 40 15.7 11.6 10.5 126.0 131. 8 4.1 
TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING 42 15.5 9.0 8.8 216.7 220.5 6.5 
Trucking, Local and Long Distance 421 15.0 8.9 8.7 220.8 224.B 6.1 
COMMUN ICA TIO NS 48 2.0 1.1 .9 21.0 22.8 .9 
Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio) 481 2.3 1. 2 1.1 25.4 27.7 1.1 
ELECTRIC, GAS AND SANITARY SERVICES 49 10.6 5.3 5.2 76.4 76.5 5.3 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 50-59 8.7 3.8 3.7 51. 7 54.8 4.8 
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 9.4 4.7 4.7 54.0 56.0 4.7 
WHOLESALE TRADE-DURABLE GOODS 50 8.8 3.8 3.7 37.1 38.0 5.0 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 9.1 3.0 3.0 26.1 26.l 6.0 
WHOLESALE TRADE-NONDURABLE GOODS 51 10. l 5. 6 5.5 70.2 73.3 4.5 
Groceries and Related Products 514 11. l 6.6 6.5 103.5 105.1 4.5 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 8.4 3.5 3.4 50.9 54.5 4.9 
BUILDING, HARDWARE & GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 13.3 5.6 4.7 14~.7 154.4 7.7 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 9.3 4.3 4.0 45.7 47.8 5.0 
Department Stores 531 11.3 5.5 5.1 57.6 60.0 5.8 
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TABLE 1 
---
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATESl/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY.!./ SicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o y Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays. 
FOOD STORES 54 B.6 2.8 2.7 31.3 44.4 5.8 
Grocery Stores 541 9.3 3.0 3.0 34.4 48.8 6.3 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 55 12.5 6.5 6.5 102.3 104.8 6.0 
New and Used Car Dealers 551 10.2 3.8 3.7 55 .4 56.2 .6.4 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 7.2 6.3 6.3 98.1 1D4.2 .9 
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES 56 
. 6 . 2 .2 .B 2.0 .4 
FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 1. 8 . 7 
. 7 7.9 7.9 1.1 
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 58 9.1 3.1 3.1 25.8 25.9 6.0 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 4.3 2.2 2.2 37.7 38.Q 2.1 
FINANCE, INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE 60-67 1.2 .6 .4 4.1 4.4 . 6 
BANK ING 60 .9 . 3 .3 5.6 5.6 .6 
Commercial and Stock Savings Bank 602 1.1 .4 .4 7.5 7.5 .7 
INSURANCE 63 I. 3 .5 . 5 5.1 5.1 . 8 
INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS, AND SERVICE 64 • 7 .4 
.4 1.0 1.0 . 3 
REAL ESTATE 65 4.1 3.0 1.0 4.0 6.0 1.1 
SERVICES 70-89 6.2 3.3 3.3 43.3 44.5 2.9 
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TABLE 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATESl/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
IN OU S TR y.!.f sicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
y Cases From Work From \fork Workdays Lost Workdays 
HOTELS ANO OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 7.5 3.1 2.9 37.5 40.3 4.4 
Hotels, Tourist Courts and Motels 701 8.5 2.9 2.7 32.5 36.1 5.6 
PE~SONAL SERVICES 72 4 .1 2.1 2.1 38.3 38.6 2.0 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 3.0 1. 6 1. 6 19.2 20.1 1.4 
AUTO REPAIR, SERVICES ANO GARAGES 75 10.5 6.2 6.1 45.9 52.9 4.3 
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 79 14.2 4.5 4.2 49.7 50.6 9.7 
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 80 7.5 4.6 4.5 62.3 63.4 2.9 
Hospitals 806 7.0 4.0 4.0 54.1 55.3 3.0 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 4.4 1.6 1. 6 22.9 23.D 2.8 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 4.3 1.4 1.4 16.6 16.7 2.9 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 85 1. 2 .1 .1 .5 .5 1.1 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 5.9 3,1 3.0 52.5 53.5 2.8 
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TABLE l 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry; State of Maine, 1979 
!/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately. 
£/ Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 Edition 
~/ The incidence rates represent the number of illnesses or lost workdays per 100 full-time employee~ and 
were calculated 
N/EH X 200,000 
Where: N = number of injuries or lost workdays 
EH = total hours worked by all employees during calendar year 
200,000 = base for 100 full-time equivalent workers (workin9 40 hours per week, 50 weeks. per year) 
!/ Because of rounding, the sum of the rates for lost workday cases and non-fatal cases without lost workdays 
may not equal the total. In addition, the difference between the total and the sum of the components 
shown may not reflect the fatality rate. 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported 
ASTERISKS indicate incidence rates· less than .05 per 100 full-time workers 
N.E.C. = not elsewhere classified 
The 1979 annual survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector 
industries. However, in response to a Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden 
in survey operations, particularly in small businesses, employers with 10 or fewer employees 
in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. In order to 
maintain comparability with the data published in previous years, a statistical method based 
on the previous experience of these low-risk industries was used to represent them in the 
private sector. 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
SIC ~/ Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o '!_/ Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Work days 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 11. 7 6.0 5.6 95.0 101.2 5.7 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 14.1 7.2 7.2 142.1 145.1 6.9 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 15.0 .8.4 8.4 153.4 153.7 6.6 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 19.6 8.8 8.7 173.5 178.2 10.8 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 22.2 8.9 8.9 176.6 178.7 13.2 
General Contractors-Res. Bldgs. 152 17. 7 8.1 8.1 169.2 172.3 9.6 
General Contractors-Nonres. Bldgs. 154 29.0 10.4 10.3 194.1 194.9 18.5 
HEAVY ~ONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 22.6 8.6 8.6 134. 6 136.3 14.0 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 16.5 8.8 8.6 187.6 195.6 7.7 
Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 13.6 6.5 6.4 163.5 166.7 7.1 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 17.4 9.3 8.9 166.8 193.3 8.0 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 17.0 9. 1 8.3 147.6 159.3 7.9 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 27.9 13. 5 13.1 203.8 215.6 14.4 
Meat Products 201 35.8 18.3 17.4 205.6 215.8 17.5 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 23.5 9 .1 9.0 144.5 169.6 14.4 
Misc. Food and Kindred Products 209 25.8 13.9 13. 2 182.3 197.8 11. 9 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 16.3 10.5 10.4 213.2 215 .1 5.8 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 16.3 10.0 10.0 182.8 183.3 6.3 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY.!/ SicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o y Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 11.6 4.4 3.5 58.4 62.7 7.2 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 29.3 16.3 16.0 290.5 297.8 13.0 
Logging Camps and Logging Contractors 241 33.4 20.8 20.7 473.3 477 .3 12.6 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 24.8 12.7 11.8 185.2 200.8 12.1 
Misc. Wood Products 249 28.8 14.5 14.3 207.1 212.5 14.2 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 12.4 7.3 5.6 173.6 192.7 5.1 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 10.6 6.9 4.9 155.3 178.2 3.7 
PRINTING ANO PUBLISHING 27 8.0 2.8 2.8 50.9 53.1 5.2 
Newspapers 271 6.4 2.0 2.0 13.9 13. 9 4.4 
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 16.7 6.7 6.5 92.5 100.5 10.0 
Misc. Plastic Products 307 19.8 7.6 7.4 112. g 120.7 12.2 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 12. 7 6.6 5.1+ 87.8 90.0 6. 1 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 311 16.5 10.4 9.8 150.8 155.1 5 .1 
Footwear, Except Rubber 314 11. 6 5.8 5.7 72.7 74.8 5.8 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 20.7 10.2 10.0 142.8 145.5 10.5 
Fabricated Structural Metal Products 31+4 22.8 11. 0 11.0 163.0 165.9 11.8 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 16.8 7.7 7.6 99.7 107.8 9.1 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 7. 9 3. 7 3.7 49.8 52.5 4.2 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 3.7 2.5 2.6 29.8 32.6 1.1 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 19. 2 13.3 7.2 104.0 1 7 g. 3 5.9 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATESl/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
INDUSTRY·!/ srcY y Cases From lfork From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
TRANSPORTATION ANO PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 10.0 6.0 5.7 102.4 108.7 4.D 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 40 15.3 11.4 10.3 125.2 131.0 3.9 
TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING 42 15.5 9.0 8.8 215.2 219.0 6. 5 
Trucking, Local and Long Distance 421 15.0 8.9 8.7 219.2 223.2 6.1 
COMMUNICATIONS 48 2.0 1. l . 9 21.0 22.8 . 9 
Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio) 481 2.2 1. 2 1.1 25.4 27.7 1. 0 
ELECTRIC, GAS AND SANITARY SERVICES 49 10.3 5.3 5.2 76.4 76.5 s.o 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 50-59 8.6 3.8 3.7 50.7 53.7 4.8 
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 9.1 4.5 4.5 50.7 52.2 4.6 
WHOLESALE TRADE-DURABLE GOODS 50 8.7 3.8 3.7 37 .1 38.0 4.9 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 9.0 3.0 3.0 26.1 26. 1 6.0 
WHOLESALE TRADE-NONDURABLE GOODS 51 9.6 5.3 5.2 63.7 65.8 4.3 
Groceries and Related Products 514 10.4 6.2 6.1 93.4 95.0 4.2 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 8.4 3.5 3.4 50.7 54.3 4.9 
BUILDING, HARDWARE AND GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 13.3 5.6 4.7 146.7 154.4 7. 7 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 9.2 4.2 3.9 45.3 47.4 5.0 
Department Stores 531 11. 2 5.4 5.0 57.0 59.4 5.8 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY·!./ srcY Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
4/ Cases From ~fork From Work Workd::iys Lost Workdays 
FOOD STORES 54 8.4 2.7 2.6 31.0 44. l 5.7 
Grocery Stores 541 9.1 2.9 2.9 34.1 48.5 5.2 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 55 12.5 6.5 6.5 1D2.1 104.6 5.0 
New & Used Car Dealers 551 10.2 3.8 3.7 55.l 55.9 5.4 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 7.2 6.3 6.3 98. l 104.2 .9 
APPAREL ANO ACCESSORY STORES 56 . 6 .2 .2 . 8 2.0 .4 
FURNITURE & HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 1.8 .7 . 7 7.9 7.9 1.1 
EATING ANO DRINKING PLACES 58 8.9 3.0 3.0 25.7 25.8 5.9 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 4.3 2.2 2.2 37.7 38.0 2.1 
FINANCE, INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE 60-67 1.2 .6 . 4 3.8 4. l .6 
BANKING 60 .9 .3 
. 3 5.6 5.6 .6 
Commercial and Stock Savings Banks 602 1.1 . 4 .4 7.5 7.5 . 7 
INSURANCE 63 1.2 .4 .4 3.9 3.9 . 8 
INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS & SERVICE 54 . 7 .4 .4 1.0 1. D . 3 
REAL ESTATE 65 4 .1 3.0 1.0 4.0 6.0 1.1 
SERVICES 70-89 6 .1 3.2 3.2 42.2 43.4 2.9 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY·!_/ SicY 
Cases Last Workday Days Away Days Away Last Cases w/o 
1:.J Cases Fra11 Wark Fra11 Work Workdays Last Workdays 
HOTELS AND OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 7.5 3. 1 2.9 37.5 40.3 4.4 
Hotels, Tourist Courts and Motels 701 8.5 2.9 2.7 32.5 35.l 5.6 
PERSONAL SERVICES 72 4. 1 2.1 2.1 38.3 38.6 2.0 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 3.0 1.6 1.6 19.2 20 .1 1. 4 
AUTO REPAIR, SERVICES AND GARAGES 75 10.5 5.2 6.1 45.9 52.9 4.3 
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 79 14.2 4.5 4.2 49.7 50.6 9.7 
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 80 7.4 4.5 4.4 51.1 52.2 2.9 
Hospitals 805 6.7 3.8 3.8 52.3 53.5 2.9 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 4.4 1. 6 1.6 21.7 21.8 2.3 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 4.3 1.4 1. 4 16.6 16. 7 2.9 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 l. 2 .1 .1 • 5 . 5 1.1 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 5.7 2.9 2.8 lt4. 3 i.s. 3 2.a 
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TABLE 2 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
!/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately. 
~/ Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 Edition 
~/ The incidence rates represent the number of illnesses or lost workdays per 100 full-time employees and were 
calculated 
N/EH X 200,000 
Where: N = number of injuries or lost workdays 
EH = total hours worked by all employees during calendar year 
200,000 = base for 100 full-time equivalent workers (working 40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year) 
~/ Because of rounding, the sum of the rates for lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays 
may not equal the total. In addition, the difference between the total and the sum of the components 
shown may not reflect the fatality rate. 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported 
ASTERISKS indicate incidence rates less than .05 per 100 full-time workers 
NEC = not elsewhere classified 
The 1979 annual survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector 
industries. However, in response to a Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden 
in survey operations, particularly in small businesses, employers with 10 or fewer employees 
in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. In order to 
maintain comparability with the data published in previous years, a statistical method based 
on the previous e~perience of these low-risk industries was used to represent them in the 
private sector. 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY.!/ srcY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
':./ Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES .4 . 2 .2 2.8 3.0 
...d 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 • 5 . 3 . 3 • 8 • 8 .2 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 .6 • 1 • 1 • 3 . 3 .5 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 • 3 .1 .1 1.5 1. 7 .2 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 .2 .2 . 2 3.6 3.6 * 
General Contractors-Res. Bldgs. 152 . 2 . 2 .2 6.1 5.1 * 
General Contractors-Nonres. Bld9s. 154 . 1 .1 . 1 .4 .4 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 . 2 .1 .1 .8 . 8 .1 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 .4 .1 • 1 .5 . 5 • 3 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 . 5 .4 .4 2.0 2.6 • 1 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 • 7 . 3 . 3 5.7 6. 1 .4 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 1. 5 .8 . 7 8.9 9.5 • 7 
Meat Products 201 3.0 1.6 1. 4 18.1 1g.3 1. 4 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 1. 3 .6 .4 2.7 3.0 . 7 
Misc. Food and Kindred Products 209 2.4 1.3 1.1 19.2 21.1 1. 0 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 • 7 . 2 .2 1.1 1. 2 . 5 
9road Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 1.0 .3 • 3 1. 9 1. 9 . 7 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATESl/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY.!/ sicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
9 Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays . 
APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 .4 .2 .2 2.2 2.2 .2 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 .4 . 2 .2 2.0 2.2 .2 
Logging Camps and Logging Contractors 241 * * * .5 .5 * 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 .2 . l .1 1.0 1.3 .1 
Misc. Wood Products 249 .8 .4 .4 3.9 4.2 .4 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 • 3 . 1 .1 .8 .9 .2 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 .2 . l . 1 • 7 .8 . 1 
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 .9 .4 .4 4.4 4.4 • 5 
Misc. Plastic products 307 1.0 .4 .4 5.2 5.2 . 6 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 1.5 .8 .8 20.6 20.8 .7 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 311 2.6 • 9 .8 4.8 5.7 1. 7 
Footwear, Except Rubber 314 1.4 • 8 .8 23.5 23.7 .6 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 .9 • 2 .2 5.0 5.4 . 7 
Fabricated Structural Metal products 344 .4 . l .1 • 7 • 7 • 3 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 .6 .1 .1 4.3 5.0 . 5 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 .8 .4 .4 3.0 3 .1 .4 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 1.2 . 6 • 6 2.4 2.4 • 6 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 .4 • 3 . 1 .1 4.0 .1 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY!/ SicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days Away Days Away Lost Cases w/o 
':_/ Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 .1 * * .5 .5 .1 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 40 .4 .2 • 2 . 8 . 8 • 2 
TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING 42 * * * l. 5 l. 5 
Trucking, Lo pl and Long Distance 421 * * * 1.5 l. 5 
COMMUNICATIONS 48 * * 
Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio) 481 . l .1 
ELECTRIC, GAS AND SANITARY SERVICES 49 . 3 • 3 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 50-59 • 1 .1 .1 1.0 1.1 .I 
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 .3 .2 .2 3.3 3.8 . I 
WHOLESALE TRADE-DURABLE GOODS 50 .1 . l 
WHOLESALE TRADE-NONDURABLE GOODS 51 .5 .3 . 3 5.5 7.5 .2 
Groceries and Related Products 514 • 7 .4 .4 10.1 10 .1 • 3 
RETA IL TRADE 52-59 * * * • 2 • 2 * 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 .1 .1 . l .4 .4 
Department Stores 531 .1 . l .1 • 6 .6 
FOOD STORES 54 • 2 .I .1 • 3 .3 .1 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INCIDENCE RATES~/ 
Total Total Cases With Total Nonfatal 
INDUSTRY·!/ sicY 
Cases Lost Workday Days A'wlay Days Away Lost Cases 'wl/o 
'!./ Cases From Work From Work Workdays Lost Workdays, 
Grocery Stores 541 .2 .1 .1 .3 .3 • 1 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS AND SERVICE STATIONS 55 * * * • 2 • 2 * 
New and Used Car Dealers 551 * * * . 3 • 3 * 
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 58 .2 .1 .1 • 1 • 1 .1 
MISCELLANEbUS RETAIL STORES 59 * * * * * 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 60-67 * * * .3 . 3 
INSURANCE 63 .1 • 1 .1 1. 2 1. 2 
SERVICES 70-89 .1 .1 .1 1.1 1.1 * 
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 80 .1 • 1 .1 1.2 1.2 * 
Hospitals 806 .3 • 2 • 2 1.8 1.8 • 1 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 * * * 1.2 1. 2 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 * * 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 .2 • 2 • 2 8.2 8.2 
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TABLE 3 
Incidence Rates of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
~/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately 
~/ Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 Edition 
~/ The incidence rates represent the number of illnesses or lost workdays per 100 full-time employees and were 
calculated 
N/EH X 200,000 
Where: N = number of injuries or lost workdays 
EH = total hours worked b~ all employees during calendar year 
200,000 = base for 100 full-time equivalent workers (working 40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year) 
~/ Because of rounding, the sum of the rates for lost workday ~ases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays 
may not equal the total. In addition, the difference between the total and the sum of the components shown 
may not reflect the fatality rate 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported 
ASTERISKS indicate incidence rates less than .05 per 100 full-time workers 
NEC - not elsewhere classified 
The 1979 annual survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector 
industries. However, in response to a Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden 
in survey operations, particularly in small businesses, employers with 10 or fewer employees 
in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. In order to 
maintain comparability with the data published in previous years, a statistical method based 
on these low-risk industries was used to represent them in the private sector. 
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TABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Averag~ Lost 
INDUSTRYl/ srcY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 34512 17645 16506 279012 18150 297162 16850 11 
---
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 378 193 193 3704 77 3781 185 20 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 184 100 100 1805 4 1809 84 18 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 3292 1471 1457 28917 788 29705 1816 20 
(.U 
lJ1 
I 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 1282 521 518 10345 120 10465 758 20 
General Contractors-Res. Bldgs. 152 583 270 268 5673 100 5773 313 21 
General Contractors-Nonres. Bldgs. 154 699 251 250 4672 20 4692 445 19 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 729 277 277 4334 54 4388 452 16 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 1281 673 662 14238 614 14852 606 22 
Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 236 113 111 2841 55 2896 123 26 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 339 185 178 3227 517 3744 153 20 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 19349 10309 9354 167064 13262 180326 9035 17 
lABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total lotal Lost Cases With Days of 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY_!./ SICY 
Cases Wo·rkday Days Away Da·ys Away Restricted Total Lost 
Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-- --
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 2773 1347 1295 
20073 1186 21259 1425 16 
Meat products 201 901 462 437 
5190 264 5454 439 12 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 558 218 212 3308 
571 3879 340 18 
Misc. Food and Kindred Products 209 506 273 258 3634 
314 3948 232 14 
TEXllLE MILL PRODUCTS 22 1436 899 897 
18042 166 18208 537 20 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 634 377 377 
6771 17 678B 257 18 
w 
"' APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 452 173 140 2295 
162 2457 279 14 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 4112 2290 2237 
4056B 1044 41612 1B20 18 
Logging Camps and Logging Contractors 241 1617 1006 1001 22852 
lgl 23043 610 23 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 785 402 376 
5862 500 6362 382 16 
Misc. Wood Products 249 1422 720 706 
10146 27B 10424 .702 14 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUClS 26 2453 1419 1100 
33565 3706 37271 1034 26 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 1692 1093 7BO 24539 
3621 28160 599 26 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING 27 239 84 83 
1521 66 1587 155 19 
Newspapers 271 117 36 36 
255 - 255 81 7 
TABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY.!/ SicY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-- -
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 692 280 272 3827 315 4142 412 15 
Misc. Plastic Products 307 641 245 239 3646 242 38B8 396 16 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 2693 1395 1358 204 74 457 20931 1298 15 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 311 376 222 208 3057 102 3159 154 14 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 2007 1021 998 14836 355 15191 986 15 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 883 425 417 6042 127 6169 458 15 
w 
..... Fabricated Structural Metal Products 344 405 193 193 2864 50 2914 212 15 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 755 338 332 4486 379 4865 415 14 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 638 297 295 3848 204 4052 341 14 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 185 118 118 1225 10,6 1331 67 11 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 1294 900 477 6880 5236 12116 394 13 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 1783 1058 1008 18124 1117 19241 723 18 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 40 409 302 274 3303 151 3454 107 11 
TABLE 4 
NuNber of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY!/ sicY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
~/ Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-- -
TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING 42 741 428 420 10331 180 10511 311 25 
Trucking, Local and Long Distance 421 680 402 394 9953 180 10133 276 25 
COMMUNICATIONS 48 99 52 45 1023 88 1111 47 21 
Telephone Communicatiofi (Wire or Radio) 481 81 43 39 907 81 988 38 23 
ELECTRIC, GAS AND SANITARY SERVICES 49 321 161 158 2313 4 2317 160 14 
RETA IL TRADE 52-59 4426 1859 1798 26680 1869 28549 2567 15 
TABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY_!./ SIC~/ Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Tot al Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-- -
BUILDING, HARDWARE AND GARDEN SUPPLIES 52 512 215 181 5647 297 5944 297 28 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 584 268 249 2863 129 2992 316 11 
Department Stores 531 466 227 212 2379 100 2479 239 11 
FOOD STORES 54 747 240 234 2759 1154 3913 507 16 
Grocery Stores 541 747 240 234 2759 1154 3913 507 16 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS AND SERVICE STATIONS 55 1101 573 571 9032 219 9251 528 16 
I 
w New and Used Car Dealers 551 467 173 171 2529 38 2567 294 15 
'.!) 
I 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 142 124 124 1928 120 2048 18 17 
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES 56 17 5 5 21 31 52 12 10 
fURNITURE ANO HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 34 13 13 150 - 150 21 12 
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 58 1070 362 362 3058 17 3075 708 8 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 361 183 183 3150 22 3172 178 17 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 60-67 171 82 58 579 39 618 89 8 
TABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY!/ sicY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work F ro11 Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-
BANK ING 60 55 19 19 323 - 323 
36 17 
Commercial and Stock Savings Banks 602 49 18 18 322 - 322 31 
18 
INSURANCE 63 45 17 17 184 184 
28 11 
INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS, AND SERVICE 64 13 8 8 18 -
18 5 2 
REAL ESTA TE 65 49 36 12 48 24 72 
13 2 
I 
.i::-
0 
SERVICES 70-89 3334 1781 1755 23322 620 23942 1553 
13 
HOTELS AND OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 295 121 116 1488 111 1599 174 
13 
Hotels, Tourist Courts and Motels 701 263 89 84 1011 111 1122 174 
13 
PERSONAL SERVICES 72 79 40 40 740 5 745 39 
19 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 121 63 63 776 36 812 58 
13 
AUTO REPAIR, SERVICES AND GARAGES 75 220 130 129 968 147 1115 90 9 
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 79 157 50 46 548 10 558 107 11 
TABLE 4 
---
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average lost 
INDUSTRYY Sic?..I 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total lost With out Lost Workdays/Lost ~/ Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
--
--
---
MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 8D 1867 1140 1130 15489 274 15763 727 14 
Hospitals 806 1006 580 570 7902 1 71 8073 426 14 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 190 71 68 984 3 987 119 14 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 191 63 61 723 5 728 128 12 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 19 2 2 7 
- 7 17 4 
""' 
,_. 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 89 174 91 90 1542 29. 1571 83 17 
.io-
N 
I 
TABLE 4 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries and Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
~/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately 
~/ Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 edition 
~/ Includes fatalities, in addition to lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported. 
NEC =not elsewhere classified. 
The 1979 annual survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector industries. However, in response to a 
Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden in survey operations, particularly in small businesses, employers with 10 or 
fewer employees in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. In order to maintain comparability 
with the data published in previous years, a statistical method based on the previous experience of these low-risk industries was 
used to represent them in the private sector • 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUS TRY-!/ SIC?./ 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
----
-- --
---
PRIVATE SECTOR, ALL INDUSTRIES 33457 1714 7 16047 271131 17566 288697 16300 ll 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 366 186 186 3682 77 3759 lBO 20 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 177 99 99 1802 4 1806 78 18 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 3245 1451 1437 28647 777 29424 1789 20 
I 
~ 
w 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 1272 512 509 10138 120 10258 757 20 
General Contractors-Res. Bldgs. 152 575 263 261 5476 100 55?6 312 21 
General Contractors-Nonres. Bldgs. 154 697 249 248 4662 20 4682 445 19 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 723 274 274 4309 54 4363 449 16 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 1250 665 654 14200 603 14803 583 22 
Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning 171 236 113 111 2841 55 2896 123 26 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 330 177 170 3189 506 3695 152 21 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 18523 9931 9015 160893 12783 173676 8588 17 
TABLE 5 
---
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY·!./ srcY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
--
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 2631 1273 1232 19230 1118 20348 1358 16 
Meat Products 201 832 425 404 4770 237 5007 407 12 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 529 205 203 3247 564 3811 324 19 
Misc. Food and Kindred Products 209 464 250 238 3288 280 3568 214 14 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 1371 880 878 1794 7 159 18106 491 21 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 597 365 365 6702 17 6719 232 18 
I 
""' APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 438 165 132 2210 162 2372 273 
""' 
14 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 4063 2265 2213 40287 1018 41305 1796 18 
Logging Camps and Logging Contractors 241 1614 1004 999 22830 191 23021 609 23 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 780 399 373 5830 490 6320 380 16 
Misc. Wood Products 249 1384 702 689 9958 262 10220 682 15 
PAPER ANO ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 2393 1402 1084 33414 3685 37099 991 26 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 1657 1078 766 24430 3600 28030 579 26 
PRINTING ANO PUBLISHING 27 239 84 83 1521 66 1587 155 19 
Newspapers 271 117 36 36 . 255 255 81 7 
TABLE 5 
---
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY!/ src?..1 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases fro11 Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
-
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 660 266 258 3655 315 . 3970 394 15 
Misc. Plastic Products 307 612 234 228 3484 242 3726 378 16 
' 
LEATHER ANO LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 2411 1250 1215 16574 414 16988 1161 14 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 311 325 205 193 2962 B5 3047 120 15 
Footwear, except Rubber 314 1787 898 875 11209 32g 11538 889 13 
-i:" FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 845 417 410 5836 111 5947 428 14 
1..11 
Fabricated Structural Metal products 344 398 192 192 2851 50 2901 206 15 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 726 332 326 4299 350 4649 392 14 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 576 267 267 3632 lgg 3831 309 14 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 140 97 97 1132 106 1238 43 13 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 1264 877 473 6876 4976 11852 387 14 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 1758 1053 1003 18033 1117 19150 705 18 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 40 401 298 270 3282 151 3433 103 12 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
. 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average lost 
INDUSTRY!/ sicY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
'}_/ Cases Fro11 Work fro111 Work Work Activity Work days Workdays Workday Cases 
-- -
TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING 42 738 427 419 10261 180 10441 311 24 
Trucking, Local and Long Distance 421 677 401 393 9883 180 10063 276 25 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 48 97 52 45 1023 88 1111 45 21 
Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio) 481 79 43 39 907 81 988 36 23 
ELECTRIC, GAS ANO SANITARY SERVICES 49 311 161 158 2313 4 2317 150 14 
I 
.i.~ 
"' WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 50-59 6094 2687 2617 36077 2153 "36230 3407 13 
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 1707 849 840 9478 285 9763 858 11 
WHOLESALE TRADE-DURABLE GOODS 50 790 346 340 3376 63 3459 444 10 
Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 508 308 103 103 895 695 205 9 
WHOLESALE TRADE-NONDURABLE GOODS 51 917 503 500 6102 202 6304 414 13 
Groceries and Related Products 514 472 280 277 4226 74 4300 192 15 
RflAll TllADE 52 -!:>Y 438/ 1838 1777 
--
26599 1868 28467 2549 15 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
Total Total lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY.!_/ SIC~/ Cases Workday Days Away 
Days Away Restricted Total lost Without lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases Fro111 Work From Work Nork Activity Workdays Nork days Workday Cases 
--- -
BUii DING, HAHDWAR[ ANO GARDEN SUPPLIES ~2 !>12 215 181 5647 297 5944 29/ 28 
GlNfRAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 578 262 243 2839 129 2968 316 11 
Department Stores 531 460 221 206 2355 100 2455 239 11 
FOOD STORES 54 736 235 229 2735 1154 3889 501 17 
Grocery Stores 541 736 235 229 2735 1154 3889 501 17 
. 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS AND SERVICE STATIONS 55 1098 572 570 9017 218 9235 526 16 
-1-' New and Used Car Dealers 551 464 172 170 2514 37 2551 292 .15 
---! 
Gasoline Service Stations 554 142 , 124 124 1928 120 2048 18 17 
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES 56 17 5 5 21 31 52 12 10 
FURNITURl ANO HOME FURNISHING STORES 57 34 13 13 150 - 150 21 12 
EATING ANO DRINKING PLACES 58 1052 354 354 3041 17 3058 698 9 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 360 182 182 3149 22 3171 178 17 
!_!NANC~ lNSUllA~Cf ANO Rl:AL £STAT£ 60-bl 169 !JO 56 536 39 575 89 7 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INllUSTRYy SIC~/ Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Work days/Lost y Cases Fro11 Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
---
-
BANKING 60 55 19 19 323 323 36 17 
Commercial and Stock Sdvings Banks 602 49 18 18 322 - 322 31 18 
INSURANCE 63 43 15 15 141 - 141 28 9 
INSURANCE AGENTS, BROKERS AND SERVICE 64 13 6 8 18 - 18 5 2 
REAL ESTATE 65 49 36 12 48 24 72 13 2 
SERVIC£S 70-89 3285 1745 1719 22738 620 23356 1540 13 
.I> 
()) 
HOTELS AND OTHER LODGING PLACES 70 295 121 116 1466 111 1599 174 13 
Hotels, Tourist Courts and Motels 701 263 69 84 1011 111 1122 174 13 
PERSONAL SERVICES 72 79 40 40 740 5 745 39 19 
BUSINESS SERVICES 73 121 63 63 776 36 812 58 13 
AUTO REPAIR, SERVICES ANO GARAGES 75 220 130 129 968 147 1115 90 9 
AMUSLMlNl ANO RlCREATION SERVICES 79 157 50 46 546 10 558 107 11 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average lost 
INDUSTRY.!/ SIC?_/ 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/lost 
y Cases Fro• Work f ro11 Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday Cases 
----
MEDICAL ANO OTHER HEALTH SERVICES 80 1828 1112 1102 15199 274 15473 716 14 
Hospitals 806 976 558 548 7642 171 7813 418 14 
lOUCATIONAL SERVICES 82 189 70 67 931 3 934 119 13 
SOCIAL SERVICES 83 169 63 61 723 5 728 126 12 
MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS 86 19 2 2 7 7 17 4 
~ 
\D 
MISCfl I ANEOIJS SERVICES 89 167 64 B3 1301 29 1330 83 16 
TABLE 5 
Number of Recordable Occupational Injuries by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
!/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately. 
~/ Standard lndustrial Classification Manual, 1972 edition 
21 Includes fatalities, in addition to lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays. 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported. 
N.E.C. ~ not elsewhere classified. 
The 1979 annual survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector industries. However, in response 
to a Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden in survey operations, particularly in small businesses, employers 
with 10 or fewer employees in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. In order to naintain 
~ comparability with the data published in previous experience of these low-risk industries was used to represent them in the 
private sector. 
\J1 
...... 
I 
TABLE 6 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INDUSTRY.!_/ SIC~/ 
PRIVATE SECTOR, All INDUSTRIES 
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 01-09 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 01-02 
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 15-17 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS 15 
General Contractors-Res. Bldgs. 152 
General Contractors-Nonres. Bldgs. 154 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS 16 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS 17 
Misc. Special Trade Contractors 179 
MANUFACTURING 20-39 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 20 
Total 
Cases 
~/ 
1055 
12 
7 
47 
10 
8 
2 
6 
31 
9 
826 
142 
Total lost 
Workday 
Cases 
498 
7 
20 
9 
7 
2 
3 
8 
8 
378 
74 
Cases With 
Days Away 
From Work 
459 
7 
20 
9 
7 
2 
3 
8 
8 
339 
63 
Days Away 
From Work 
7881 
22 
3 
270 
207 
197 
10 
25 
38 
38 
6171 
843 
Days of 
Restricted 
Work Activity 
584 
11 
-
-
-
11 
11 
479 
68 
Total lost 
Workdays 
8465 
22 
3 
281 
207 
197 
10 
25 
49 
49 
6650 
911 
Nonfatal Cases 
Without Lost 
Workdays 
550 
5 
6 
27 
1 
l 
3 
23 
1 
447 
67 
Average Lost 
Workdays/lost 
Workday Cases 
17 
3 
3 
14 
23 
28 
5 
8 
6 
6 
18 
12 
TABLE 6 
---
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY!/ SIC~/ Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost y Cases From Work From Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday/Cases 
-- -
Meat Products 201 69 37 33 420 27 447 32 12 
Canned & Preserved Fruits & Vegetables 203 29 13 9 61 7 68 16 5 
Misc. Food and Kindred Products 209 42 23 20 346 34 380 18 17 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 22 65 19 19 95 7 102 46 5 
Broad Woven Fabric Mills, Wool 223 37 12 12 69 - 69 25 6 
U1 APPAREL AND OTHER TEXTILE PRODUCTS 23 14 8 8 85 - 85 6 11 
N 
I 
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 24 49 25 24 281 26 307 24 12 
Logging Camps and Logging Contractors 241 3 2 2 22 - 22 1 11 
Sawmills and Planing Mills 242 5 3 3 32 10 42 2 14 
Misc. Wood Products 249 38 18 17 188 16 204 20 11 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 26 60 I 7 16 151 21 172 43 10 
Paper Mills, Except Building Paper 262 35 15 14 109 21 130 20 9 
RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS 30 32 14 14 172 - 172 18 12 
Misc. Plastic Products 307 29 11 11 162 162 18 15 
TABLE 6 
---
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
INDUSTRY!/ srcY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Lost Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
y Cases from Work from Work Work Activity Workdays Workdays Workday/Cases 
---
-
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 31 282 145 143 3900 43 3943 137 27 
Leather Tanning and Finishing 311 51 17 15 95 17 112 34 7 
Footwear, Except Rubber 314 220 123 123 3627 26 3653 97 30 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS 34 38 8 7 206 16 222 30 28 
Fabricated Structural Metal Products 344 7 1 l 13 13 6 13 
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL 35 29 6 6 187 29 216 23 36 
\J1 
w 
I 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 36 62 30 28 216 5 221 32 7 
Electronic Components and Accessories 367 45 21 21 93 - 93 24 4 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 37 30 23 4 4 260 264 7 11 
TRANSPORTATION ANO PUBLIC UTILITIES 40-49 25 5 5 91 91 18 18 
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION 40 8 4 4 21 21 4 5 
TRUCKING AND WAHEHOUSING 42 3 70 70 70 
Trucking, Local and Long Distance 421 3 70 70 70 
Vl 
+:--
TABLE 6 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Haine, 1979 
Total Total Lost Cases With Days of 
INDUSTRY.!./ SICY 
Cases Workday Days Away Days Away Restricted Total Last 
y Cases Fro11 Work Fram Work Work Activity Workdays 
-- --
COMMUNICATIONS 48 2 
-
-
Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio) 481 2 -
-
ELECTRIC, GAS ANO SANITARY SERVICES 49 10 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 50-59 94 50 50 700 
94 794 
WHOLESALE TRADE 50-51 55 29 29 
619 93 712 
WHOLESALE TRADE-DURABLE GOODS 50 9 
WHOLESALE TRADE-NONDURABLE GOODS 51 46 29 29 619 
93 712 
Groceries and Related Products 514 31 17 17 455 
455 
RETAIL TRADE 52-59 39 21 21 81 
B2 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORES 53 6 6 6 24 
24 
Department Stores 531 6 6 6 24 
24 
FOOD STORES 54 11 5 5 24 
24 
Grocery Stores 541 11 5 5 24 
24 
Nonfatal Cases Average Lost 
Without Lost Workdays/Lost 
Workdays Workday Cases 
---
2 
2 
10 
40 15 
22 25 
6 
16 25 
13 27 
18 4 
4 
4 
6 5 
6 5 
\Jl 
\Jl 
TABLE 6 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
INDUSTRY.!/ SicY 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS AND SERVICE STATIONS 55 
New and Used Car Dealers 551 
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 58 
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 59 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 60-57 
INSURANCE 63 
SERVICES 70-89 
Total 
Cases 
3/ 
3 
3 
18 
2 
2 
49 
Total Lost 
Workday 
Cases 
8 
2 
2 
36 
Cases With 
Days Away 
From Work 
8 
2 
2 
35 
Days Away 
From Work 
15 
15 
17 
43 
43 
584 
Days of 
Restricted 
Work Activity 
Nonfatal Cases 
Total Lost Without Lost 
Workdays Workdays 
16 2 
16 2 
17 10 
43 
43 
584 13 
Average Lost 
Workdays/Lost 
Workday Cases 
16 
1 Ii 
2 
22 
22 
16 
TABLE 6 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Type and Industry, State of Maine, 1979 
!/ Industry division and group totals include data for industries not shown separately. 
~/ Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 Edition. 
~/ Includes fatalities, in addition to lost workday cases and nonfatal cases without lost workdays. 
\.11 
°' 
NOTES: DASHES indicate no data reported 
N.E.C. ; not elsewhere classified 
However, in response to a 
businesses, employers with 
In order to maintain 
The 1979 survey involved the collection of data from employers in all private sector industries. 
Presidential directive to reduce the paperwork burden in survey operations, particularly in small 
ID or fewer employees in low-risk industries were not selected to participate in the 1979 survey. 
comparability with the data published in previous years, a statistical method based on the previous experience of these 
low-risk industries was used to represent them in the private sector. • 
TABLE 7 
Number of Recordable Occupational Illnesses by Category of Illness, State of Maine, 1979 
Category of Illness 
Occupational skin diseases and disorders 
Dust diseases of the lungs 
Respiratory diseases due to toxic agents 
Poisoning (Systemic effects of toxic agents) 
Disorders due to physical agents 
Disorders associated with repeated trauma 
All other occupational illnesses 
TOTAL ALL ILLNESSES 
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All 
Recordable 
Illness 
480 
7 
83 
29 
89 
220 
145 
1,053 
APPENDIX A 
SCOPE OF THE SURVEY & TECHNICAL NOTES 
Scope of Survey 
The survey relates to employers in the following industr~es in the State 
of Maine: Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, SIC 01-09; Mining, SIC 10-14; 
Construction, SIC 15-17; Manufacturing, SIC 20-39; Transportation and Public 
Utilities, SIC 40-49; Wholesale Trade, SIC 50-51; Retail Trade, SIC 52-59; 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate, SIC 60-67; and Services, SIC 70-89; (except 
SIC 88). All employees, e.g., part-time, full-time, casual, etc., in these 
industries are covered. Excluded were self-employed individuals; agricultural 
employers employing less than eleven workers; domestic employers; and Federal, 
State, and Local government units. 
Questionnaires were mailed to 3,306 sample uni~s. A relatively small 
proportion vf these were excluded because they were no longer in operation, 
were not within the scope of the survey, were included in the report for 
another location, received duplicate survey forms for the same location, or 
the survey form was not mailable because of an inadequate address. Original 
and follow-up mailings and telephone calls resulted in 2,794 usable question-
naires of a possible 3,098 for 90.2% usuable response rate. 
Estimating Procedures 
Estimates of injury and illness data were obtained for each sampled 
industry by weighing the data of each reporting unit by the inverse of the 
sampling ratio for the cell in each industry employment size group (i.e., 
sampling cell). Each of these sampling cells was adjusted for nonresponse. 
The aggregate data for the industry were then adjusted for births in the 
industry by benchmarking, a form of ratio estimation. To account for small 
non-farm employers in low-risk industries who were not surveyed, and to maintain 
comparability of 1979 data with prior years' data, the 1979 estimating procedure 
involved averaging small employer data from the 1975, 1976 and 1977 annual surveys. 
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Industrial Classification 
Reporting units are classified into industries on the basis of their 
principal product or activity determined by information entered in Section 
III (Nature of Business) of the survey questionnaire. For a reporting unit 
making more than one product or engaging in more than one activity, data for 
the unit are included in the industry indicated by the more important product 
or activity. 
Standardized Industrial Mix 
Because rates among industries vary, caution is necessary when making 
comparisons between incidence rates produced for different jurisdictions. In 
making such comparisons, one could derive the impression that a state with a 
concentration of employment in industries with high incidence rates has a poor 
record when compared with the national rates or rates from another state if 
they have a lower concentration of these industries. 
To overcome this bias, estimates for each state can be recalculated to a 
common employment base using data from the level lower than the level being 
compared. For example, if the target was an adjusted All Industry rate, data 
from the Industry Division level would be used. This process is called the 
Standard Industrial Mix (SIM). 
The formula is shown below: 
:::((Xi 
x y.) 
]. 
x ) 
0 
X. employment for i-th induscry 1 
where 
Y. unadjusted incidence rates for the i-th industry 1 
X employment for industries absent from the State. 0 
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107• o<. Cl PA I IONAI. INJIJRlt:N ""'" 111.Nt~~,I~~ SllRVU' 
4( 'e"rrlna (~ak-•d•r 'int IY19• 
Sl:H:\'t.\' lU:P'OH rlNG Rt:tilll.ATION,"i 
ri1lc 29, JI.tu I liJl)4, 2tJ.:.!2 ,d lh(' (\Kit' tlf J-edcral RC'tt1lo11ion• tc:q111rc' tha1: c11d1 cmpl~1ycr 'hall tel urn lhc 
1:umpku.·L.J \LU\'t") lurrn. OSllA Nu 1UI-~. wnhiu) •t-cli.\ ol r~1:t1rn m 11.·..:t•rJa1u:t- wuh the 1nsHv~1ions 
\lnl""'tl Pelow. 
( 'h•n1t• of ()wn\"nhip-Whl.'.n 1h~·rc h~s 1 ... ·,·11 a 1.»h.in~I." til v~m·1,.h1p Ju rm, the- rcptlfl 1'1Crj,,,!, only lhC' rC\'llri.b of the ~urrttlt owner arc 10 be eo1ercd in tt\t 
rc:por1. 1:,111a1n fully under Cominenl'I (Scl'l11111 Vll) 
Pull•l-'r'Hr Rrpofltna-F\lr any i; ... :;1hlid1mt>n1(~) whi .. ·h wa" no! 1n uhlC'rn.t" for tht- en1irC' rrfl\lrt year. th~ rC"purt 'hould COYC"f lhc portion of tht period f.lur· 
m1 v.hkh the C!>!abli:i.hmcnthi) wou in t:u~ti:ncc. b('IJUl fullf unJrr C1Jmme-nh (Sa:tion VII). 
f:Sl AHIJSllMf.NTS IN('l.lJOf:D IN '1111: Rl:l'OK r 
1 hi' t('rort shoulJ inch.1Jc only tho'C' t)tolblhhmc11t'l1l"'-"''cd in, ur iUcn11fii:tl by, 1hC" Rrpon L•1•,:at1un and IJcn11ril..-afion dnh1n11ion which apl')C'1rs abow your 
1naihnK 1JUrns. This dC'u1m11lcn n\ay be: a 1lct.1tcr<1rl11\;d :.u:a, u,u • .illy • l·ounrry or -:uy, l)f 11 1.oulJ he a bric( dC"Kri(llioo of vour uper•tion 'l\'1thin a 
1w1raphi,:al arra. If )IUU hl\'t any quc .. 1100' 1.·Lmct"ruinii thc,·meragt' of th1\ rC'port, rlt-ase ..:eont.ao.:1 the agency i!.lt-n1i(if:d on1he OSHA No. 100-S report form. 
Uffl"ITIOf'< OI K'i "81.ISllMt:l'IT 
/t.q t~t.t'fA.Hl.ISHM•:NT h tkfinC'rJ a~ a ~inttlc ph~ ... k.11 l\)(;,,Uion "hl'fC' businC'" h rnnduio:!Cd or whc:re 'cnil.:c\ or imJu .. mal ur~ntiont ire prrfmmet.I. (For l''· 
ample: a lac1ory, mill, store:, hotel. 1c::i1.1uu11u, llhJ\it 1hc:iaUI.", ltii1111, "'"""· t>a,1k 1 s.tlC':i ulll\.C:, wafchui.a'c" or 1.cr1Hal aLJminiur11i.,-c office.) 
h11 11rm!l l·n1axc:J in iacfr • .-uic:i SU• ~1 .a., ,~11nuu\.'.t1l11t, 1r.tmpv11.11um,1.ommunic1uon, IJf C'lc\.11ii:. 11•0 11nd ,;p111ary 'c:Pin""• "-l11d1 m.iy tie" phyi.1i:.ally t.hspcr ~C'd. 
f'::'P.Ofl\ \1111u!J \;O\'er tht rl:ICC' hJ ...,1111.h ('tt1pf•l)'1.'t'!I llOtlllail~· tq1,1rt t'41.:h Jay. 
R~fklll) lor pc:r.,,u1nd whv Jo nul pr1111.s11ly rep\>ll 11r ,.01 I.. ¥1 a \11ialc <'\tablithmc:nt, ~u,h a, 1ravclmtt ,.K-,mcn, l<'dlllh.1111.m, cnii11;eC'r\, C'll'., \hould ..:oHr 1hc 
kx:~IJ(l!l ftorn wh1~·h they ur~ paiJ or the ba,,e frorn v.h1d1 rer\ltt111f'I o~rate to <:.arr~ vut 1hc~ a~·11 .. i11c ... 
St:l"l 101'1 I. ANNUAi. >\vt:RA<;t: t:Ml'I tll'Mt:N I I:\ 1979 
l·.1111:1 10 5"L·1iori 1 lhtanraittrwmhC'r ol lull aml pt1fl·ll1m· cmp!o)n·~ ~ho wmkf!li Jurmit l·alendar ye.u l\#79 in the- "''.Jhl1,hme-ntO) induJed in 1hi1 report. If 
rnurc thiln on(' C'\tabfi)h1nc111 i) indul.lcd in th1 .. it·pun, O£JJ 101wthn the 11nnuoil <1\'C'lilJC' t•mpluvmC'nl i'ur ead1 c~ui.olf,hint>nl an~ C'ntC'f 1hc ~um. lncludC' ill 
da"c' uf tmployers - n~a .. unal. 1cmfl<Hary, 01J1111111,11a11\c, \Uflc.'r'>'l'<H)', dc-rical, rroft,~h>nJ.I, !t'l.lrni~.11. \<lits, t.kVi,cr~. 1rn1allJ:t1on, con1trm.1ion 1111.1 ,er• 
v•l·\'. f'l.'r\1111ucl. U' Wt"ll ai llflCli&loh a11U rd;.i1~·t1 ~u1li.c1 ... 
Ar111u<1J A"erap,1." cmplo,-mcnt !i.hould h~ ... i.m1p1.Hd hy \untn1111it i11t' e.rnr>loy1nen1 from all p.ty prno•J!i. Jurmic 11179 unJ !hen dn·1din11hal \Urn by lhe ton•I 
number ol rnt,;'h ray periods throughout 1~1c i.'rn11t." ~f:.ir. indud111g r·~·rimh "'·11h no t,mploymcnJ J=ur e~01mplt", ii you h.1d :he fol!(1...,1ng monthly t-mrloymenl -
Jan.·10. hb.-10; Mar.·IO; Apr.-~; May·~: Ju11c-· \ Jt1ly.1; At1~. o: "\cp1 ·O; fk1. -O: N(>V.·'>, l>r,·. ·~ - wu "{•uh.I \U"1 1hc nurnbC'r of e"tnployees for each mon· 
thly p-.iy llC'rmJ (u1thi1 1:a~c; ti<)) anJ then J1\1Jc th>t! 1111.ti h) I:? \!he numb<'r of ~y pcrh.1\.h Jur1ng 1tw ~coi1) 10 dcrl''l' •m annual &\'rra1r emptoymcni 01· 5. 
'>Fl llON II. TOTAi. tlUltl(.., WOH"t.H 1:-i 1''7Y 
h1!..:r Ill ~t'dlUtl JJ tht' ICJt11l 11umbcr or hmir' .:.l\'lt1alh •orl..f'd h~ :ill d;&\\C'\ of tmrlo)·~'('I. dtHing l~N. lk quc 10 i1tt..luJ~ OSI.\' time <Jrl Juty. l>O NOT :n-
duck 11t1} nun-•urk 1tmt <"H"n 1hrn111.h 11.rnJ. ~u~h ;o \ ,1\,l!hlfl\, 'id. lt'a'I(, twlit.Ji)''i. rl.:. I ht· l11'1H' ~01li.nl 1tii11h.' 'itlould ht'. 1)hl:\int'lf frl'OI p.:1yroll or olht-r 1it11c 
n·~·orJ, ~h..:rc\a pa:.s1bk; 11' huun "'orilc-d ¥\ m11 mot1ntain~:J ,._:par.itcly frorn houn p•id, pll'il't' cmcr your tic~! C\ttm:ur. If a~1111t houu worked are nol 
:t"cul:.ihk rtir ~mployee!. pauJ on 1.·oni1111'o,1tJ11, 1.;.d.H)" hy 1ndc. ch: .• twurs wor•td may be t·~11111atC'd on 1hc ha'i" of 'Kho:Juh:d hour'I or 8 hour\ per wurk<Uy. 
I ur ~·---.ttll('ic, ii :t ar~lUf'I ol Jtl Y1l:.i11ed L'l11plo~~·,., ... ,,, kt·J ;m Ol\t.'f,lfj.t' tlf 8 hours rcr "1.ay. ~ d.n \ ~ "'«k' /;If ~o "'t'C'k~ vi 1hc fl"f'Otl pC1'1od, the 101al houn war•· 
c:J !111 1/u' 11011(1 wouh.I he 10' It' ~ \ ~o ::o. !H.l•IO l1tlu1 .. Im lhl' rcpon pcrioJ 
~•.<·110~ Ill. 
Jn onkr to ¥criCy the nllurc or bu,JOc!):. ~oJL, ""c rnu\I h.a\C mfo1111;,111on iibout lhl:' S!'C'C1f1, L'..:onomk ;1,llll'llY carrit·d otl tiy !ht cnatJll'\h1nenlhl indud~l..i in 
}'llH rcp11rt dunna l'al~nU;.u 1979. 
(\1111pl:.•1c l';u1 .. A, B .atuJ t' ;i., 1nJic;.11!'.!u 111 '.'-.t',·11li11 Ill .111 inf.' l1Sl!A. No 200-S lorm ( u111pk1,· l'.nt (' 1•nl' tf 'uppnmng <iCr"ti;c~ .arc pm.,.11.kd 10 mhcr 
I!'' lab! ' mcnt~ uf )Dur comp:,u1y. l.cau.• 1'J11 C: hl.m> !I ,1) 'upp-irtinw; ,e,.. i~·c, art not th<' J'P111;1r ~ fu11.:1wn \11 any C'\loi~Ji,hmtnlhJ im:ludtJ in tht .. rc~~rt or bl 
\L1r•p(>/lmt: ~r\1\.'.e~ are rrovidcU l;lu1 ,lfll) on a H1nlr•rl or ff't h•'" Jor lht' aeonf'r.al puhltl ,1r fnr rnhcr hmint"'h fum\. 
NU I~;: II mor«: \han out- t'\labl"luncnt t\ mdlukJ, iult11111.a!i.111 in SC'ct1on 111 lhl-'Uld rc!lr1.1 th<! l(•mhrncJ a,11~'it1c\ ol :.ill \th:h c•.tahl1,11mt11!\. OnC' i.:otlc .... tll 
h"· ""ip:ncJ .,.,hn:h be'.'lt inJu • .att"'.'l 1hc noitur,- ol hll\lnl.''>\ t•I !h~· )thlllll of C\ll\tllh.hmenf\ a' ;i 1\ht1k. 
~H'll01'1 IV. MOl'Tll m· thltA 1"-'l'l.('111" 
l.1ir1·r 1lu: name of !ht fit,1 n11m1h 111 1117!.J d111111>: ..-.11i- h ~our l·,1ah!i,tun'"il') tiaJ .u1()\i11', 1~mrlr.11i.i: 1mrnl 111111 lndrnk i11'l'C'(l1oru uni.Irr the l·rdcr;il ''r 
S:JIC' l'4~:nalcrih of lhc0L'1.ujl:dt1orul l\.lf~ly .111J I lt:.ihh :\ll h7 I n·,·,a! or Stale 1111.rl'dllf' .u1d vc ta·r tTl'l'..:'tllvm "-htdl 11111)' rc,ull in pcn.1h1c\ lnr \ 1.ill!1\HI) of 
\ak1~ and hcalih siand3nJ!t. Lio fl\l( mdiu.k 1mpl\:11on' l111111n! 10 rlC'\alor\, Do1lcn, l1n· , .• :.c-ty or thn'C' ...,h1d1 arc ..:0111.uluti"e in nature. 
l . .'tit.:d the up;:wrnatc- bo.·n·• 111 hnth l'an' 1\ anJ II ll vou d1l'\ ~nl ·•Yn" 111 c1Jhn I\ lH B, u•mplt·lt' \t·1.·111111\ \'I a11d \II lfyuu ~·hc·rkr-d "No" in tlolh A 11nd 
H, ~t1111rk1t· only Sci:uon \. 11. . 
"·( 'I ION VI. 
I hill \(~·1iun l'J.O be complctc\J Ca\1ly ~~ ~·or1~1u~ lhc tut.I~\ 1101!1 the ;.innual ~umm:uy of you• 1919 ( 1\llA Nn :!{XJ 11•1111 rl l'8 and Summary or o~:r;11p:a1i1111al 
In Jut it·.~ anJ llh1c:-)\(•'). rlt"il\t" nolc 1ha1 it 1h1 .. tl-purl ~11\C'O• morr 1han one t:s1ablhh111C'1il. 1hr Im.ii lt11aJ, 011 llu: "'I.ti~·· h1r t•a1.·h m1rn hf' ..1dded and 1hr "ml\ 
cnl("r,.-J in ";c1·110n \.'I. 
I \';I\\' ~;\'\.·1mn \'I ht11nk 111hc cmpl11ycc\ "'111i;r,,-J 111 th1' report CJ1.pcrie11i.:td m1 ll'\1nl.lisi>i\· 111iur1c .. t1f 1tlno.:\W\ tftJTl!llo( J'ii'~ 
II 1111 'l' "11\· r1u11d;illl1.: u1J1111n 111 1!11a· .. •1.·, <J.11111~ 1l1l' '.>""II• pki.1\\' 1~'\1c-. 'ftHH l'""''" "\o. :1111 torm l1lf t'ol\h ~·11atl\1\llllll'HI h• t•<' 1~dud~d in 1h11 rt'fl(1r~ 111 
rn.1Ll• '\11~· 111.i1 otll entries arc \·,1ncl·1 .uid ~·111q•f<'t1.· twl• •n· ,,1111pk1inll St·1:1H111 YI. [;,id1 !C'\.'1•rJ.1t•k nia,t· .ihoulJ b<: ind11JnJ uu !ht·· 'log" in only onto~ 1hc \l -
111J111 •.'.tl:K,1rtn ol inj11til.'' 01 i!l11l·,,e,· 
INtL1KY·rd.tltd deaih:. il ,;g u>lun111 I) 4. II I "' :-."'·1dJ1rJ dr1!t1' 1t.i1a c:olmnn SI 
IN It'~ I l"S ~11h lo\f '~<•1 lda)\ 11 n..: d•lum11 ~) 111 NI\·"''"' "'llh hht ""01ld.i)'\ (l.0111.olumn 9J 
J. INJlJKIL~ 'o\:lhout !11\I "'ork.Ll.i~' I! t1Jl uiLm111 f\J 11. 11.l r-.:1 \~l·'i "'llhtttJI l•"t w11r~d.1'.>'' (lo~ column IJJ 
,\hu 1nu·w C'<JL'h i.'O:L\e 10 t"tlHl(t' 1h.11 1lll' .1p1lr\ir11.11 l 1.·111 JH'' h.hl' bn·11 m.iJc fLJr 1hc other (\1[1110ill' if ;irpl1~.1t'h'. h" n:u111lll". 1f t~I" ~·a•C' 1\ an Injury ""ilh Lrnl 
\\l,1L1l.i''· ht• ,Ult' thiil 1hc .. 11l·,.lr. 1.•r .11111IJtH:O 111•11h1nt-'. d•)" •"'W) from "'ork(log \:lllumn )) 1'\entnlU 1l 11e1.c''·try. ·\l\t11.cr11y !hat !Ile corrti.:1 numhcr 01 
d:1y, ·••'·'~ lrc1n1 .... ork (loit L:ulurnn .a) <•nd. (lf d.1\\ of r.·,111 .. 1cd \loo1l .td1 .... ity (Lus1i:ulumn .51ate1c1.·111d1"d. i\ '11t11l;;ir rc-11C'w ,h,111IJ he made for .tl.:;l\C' 'Ah1..:h 1~ 
,111 lllm''" "'1;Ji I u'I Wor)..l;in l 1nduJ111j.'. I UI( l11h111111" Ill, 11 Jud I ~I. f•IC'A\C remember !ha1 11 you1 C'lllfllP\C'C~' IC1i\ uf v..,11 ~1!.1y~ 1~ '!ill \\m1t11111n1 a1 rhc- tlrllC' 
th1.· 1111nu.i.il ,um111nr) for rhc )l""lr I' 1.t1111rk1(d, ~\HI ,/iu11IJ r"1111.11r 1l1c numher .>f ju1urc \l.\irkdil'I' !hr) Y.d! lmc and JJ,11tm cstunall" 10 !ht' anu•I workUa)\ 
afrt>a<.ly lo~t. Each partial day a""a)· fm111 wMk, 01hrr than thC' d.1) of t1l·\:urrcn"r uf the iniury or nn,ct of illn"•"· 1hlJLjld ti< enltrt'd as onr run rt-1lrkud work 
d.1~ 
1\ho. !nr l':.id1 lJ\I.' which J\ an 11111\'"· 111.1kl' ''"\' 1ii.n 1h1.· ;ippt1•1u1.i!1.' 1.·11l11mn 111L11..-1111ntt I )"r'\. ol lllnc''I 0.111 \;l1lumn' ii-11J IS r;hc-.:ke<l. 
Allrr (Ol11Pkllllll ~ll<Jr rc'\'1C~ ol tht• ,, d1.1,L1dl cnl111.'' in 1hC' ''I\).,:", plc-;.i .. c nuiii.(' \Utt' 1ha1 it.c "fo1.1h" lrnc llos tictn complcrcd by \ummari11n1 Column\ 
I !hh111gh 1.1.it'LnH..llll~ to th(" 1ll\(fl/L1i11m tltl !lie i.~1~~ 111 th..:''!\!~·· h>rrn. n11.:11, ~·or)' tlh:~t· "101.11,·· vnlo St"\.llOn VI of thl:' OSlf.!\ No. lto-S :onn, 
I 111;.dl~. 1•kitw rrmcmbcr tt1Jl .tll 1111u11c' "h1d1 ;n, .H1r J\IJ~l'llh'rit, wr,•1irC'J (1r.I\ Flf"lf ~id Tn·:.fm~nl t"1cn ""hen .-drn1n1'1t't('d hy a do1:1or or nut\<:', •h·1wJ 
m 1r be 111~lutkd 111 !hl'rr-por1. I .1,1·\1dI1l .. 11111r111 t'> d~·tuwll J' tim· Liii\' 1re.i!mcn1 ..11hl ,u1•,cq1.r:rH •11"~rr1..t11t1n cd 1111111ir \(rJl'..ht·\. LlllS, li11rn\. 'J'lin1cr\, c.'h'., 
•.d11d1 d,i 11111 11nl1nat1l~ r~·41111c 1n\,h, .. I 1,H\ 
!'tt:('l ION \'II. 
l'k'a't' l'lllll!'kte ,Jfl parts mdl1Uwi.: ~t1u: .H•-.1 u,,k .rnd t~·kplhmr numh .. ·r. rhC'n rc1urn tht' <''I I\ r'j,, .!Olf-"' torri. 111 lh(' rrc·aJUn:·~~rJ en .. c:lope. llo.t:t:r your 
Id,: l'11py 
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Average lost workdays 
per lost workday case 
Employment-size group 
Incidence rate 
Lost workdays-Days away 
from work 
Lost workdays-Days of 
restricted work activity 
Medical treatment 
Occupational illness 
APPENDIX B 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
The number of workdays lost divided by the number 
of lost workday cases. 
A grouping of establishments with a specified 
range of employment. 
Number of injuries and illnesses, or lost workdays 
experienced by 100 full-time workers. The rate is 
calculated as: 
N x 200,000 
EH where 
N =number of occupational inJuries and illnesses, 
injuries, illnesses, or lost workdays. 
EH = total hours worked by all employees during 
reference year. 
200,000 = base for 100 full-time equivalent workers 
(working 40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year). 
The number of days (consecutive or not) the employee 
would have worked but was absent from work because 
of occupational injury or illness. The number of 
days away from work does not include the day of 
injury or the onset of illness. 
The number of workdays (consecutive or not) on which 
because of injury or illness: 
1) the employee was assigned to another job on 
a temporary basis, or 
2) the employee worked at a permanent job less 
than full time, or 
3) the employee worked at a permanently assigned 
job but could not perform all duties normally 
connected with it. 
The number of days of restricted work activity does 
not include the day of injury or illness. 
Includes treatment administered by a physician or by 
registered professional personnel under the standing 
orders of a physician. Medical treatment does NOT 
include first-aid treatment (one-time treatment and 
subsequent observation of minor scratches, cuts, 
burns, splinters, and so forth, which do not ordinarily 
require medical care) even though provided by a 
physician or registered professional personnel. 
Any abnormal condition or disorder, other than one 
resulting from an occupational injury, caused by 
exposure to environmental factors associated with 
employment. It includes acute and chronic illnesses 
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or diseases which may be caused by inhalation, 
absorption, ingestion, or direct contact, and which 
can be included in the categories listed below. 
The following categories were used by employers to 
classify recordable occupational illnesses: 
(21) Occupational skin diseases or disorders 
Examples: Contact dermatitis, eczema, or 
rash caused by primary irritants and 
sensitizers or poisonous plants; oil acne; 
chrome ulcers; chemical burns or inflam-
mations; etc. 
(22) Dust diseases of the lungs (pneumoconioses) 
Examples: Silicosis, asbestosis, coal 
worker's pneumoconiosis, byssinosis, and 
other pneumoconiosis. 
(23) Respiratory conditions due to toxic agents 
Examples: Pneumonitis, pharyngitis, rhinitis 
or acute congestion due to chemicals, dusts, 
I gases or fumes; farmer s lung; etc. 
(24) Poisoning (systemic effects of toxic materials) 
Examples: Poisoning by lead, mercury, cadmium, 
arsenic, or other metals; poisoning by carbon 
monoxide, hyrdrogen sulfide or other gases; 
poisoning by insecticide sprays such as 
parathion, lead arsenate; poisoning by other 
chemicals such as formaldehyde, plastics, and 
resins; etc. 
(25) Disorders due to physical agents (other than 
toxic materials) 
Examples: Heatstroke, sunstroke, heat ex-
haustion and other effects of environmental 
heat; freezing, frostbite and effects of 
exposure to low temperatures; caisson disease; 
effects of ionizing radiation (isotopes, X-
rays, radium); effects of nonionizing radia-
tion (welding flash, ultraviolet rays, micro-
waves, sunburn); etc. 
(26) Disorders due to repeated trauma 
Examples: Noise-induced hearing loss; synovitis 
tenosynovitis, and bursitis. Raynaud's 
phenomena; and other conditions due to repeated 
motion, vibration, or pressure. 
(29) All other occupations illnesses 
Examples: Anthrax, brucellosis, infectious 
hepatitis, malignant and benign tumors, food 
poisoning, histoplasmosis, coccidioidomycosis, 
etc. 
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Occupational injury 
Recordable occupational 
injuries and illnesses 
Report form 
Standard industrial 
classification (SIC) 
Any injury such as a cut, fracture, sprain, amputa-
tion, etc., which results from a work accident or 
from exposure in the work environment. 
Any occupational injuries or illnesses which result 
in: 
(1) FATALITIES, regardless of the time between 
the injury and death, or the length of the 
illness; or 
(2) LOST WORKDAY CASES, other than fatalities, 
that result in lost workdays; or 
(3) NONFATAL CASES WITHOUT LOST WORKDAYS, which 
result in transfer to another job or termina-
tion of employment, or require medical treat-
ment, or involve loss of consciousness or 
restriction of work or motion. This category 
also includes any diagnosed occupational ill-
nesses which are reported to the employer but 
are not classified as fatalities or lost work-
day cases. 
Refers to survey form OSHA No. 200-S which is com-
pleted and returned by the selected sample unit. 
A classification system developed by the Office of 
Statistical Standards, Execut·ive Office of the 
President/Office of Management and Budget for use 
in the classification of establishments by type of 
activity in which engaged. Each establishment is 
assigned an industry code for its major activity 
which is determined by the product or group of 
products, or services rendered. Establishments may 
be classified in 2-digit, 3-digit, or 4-digit 
industries, according to the degree of information 
available. 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTING INCIDENCE RATES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL ESTABLISHMENT 
Occupational injury and illness incidence rates may be calculated for an 
individual establishment by using the same formula used to compute industry-
wide incidence rates from the Occupational Injuries and Illnesses Survey, 
(200-S). The ~stablishment's experience may then be compared with the overall 
rates for other units in the same inuustry in Maine or the U.S. 
The formula for computing an overall incidence rate is: 
(a) Number of injuries and illnesses x 200,000 
Employee hours worked Incidence Rate 
This rate represents the number of total recordable cases--the sum of 
fatalities, lost workday case cases, and nonfatal cases without lost workdays--
occurring per 200,000 hours of work exposure (or the equivalent of 100 employees 
working an average of 2,000 hours per year). 
The correct totals are most easily obtained by referring to the yellow 
file copy of the 1979 Occupational Injuries and Illnesses Survey form (OSHA 
NO. 200-S) for: 
(a) Number of recordable occupational injuries and illnesses. See 
Section VI. 
(b) Employee hours worked. This total should be the same as the number 
reported in item 11 of the OSHA No. 200-S. 
Incidence rates may also be computed separately for injuries, illnesses, 
lost workday cases, nonfatal cases without lost workdays, or the number of 
lost workdays. Simply replace the number of injuries and illnesses, (a) in 
the formula, with the appropriate total from the OSHA No. 200-S for the measure 
for which the rate is being computed. 
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